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It has certainly been a disruptive year for teaching. The hackneyed pop 
psych phrase, 'find the new normal' has come into play as we start our fourth week of online
learning. Here are my reflections:
 
TELL US ABOUT HOW YOUR PERSONAL LIFE HAS CHANGED
In some ways this is not as frightening for me as the riots were. The threat of physical violence and
being caught up in a very dangerous conflict felt more limiting however my world has simplified and
shrunk in terms of the scope of life and activities. Trying to be a performer in Hong Kong in my small
ways has been well and truly stymied. Singing for a production of Twelfth Night is now postponed
and we stay tuned to when and if.
 
As our physical workplace is now almost depopulated our school has kindly offered lunchtime
activities to bring the staff together (who can come to the campus). Gym sessions, frisbee matches,
Friday international themed lunches. I am determined to say 'yes' to opportunities that give me an
'outing'. Getting out of the apartment is so important now. To the peak for dog walks (not unusual,
there but more!), to local cafes we trust. Cinemas are an absolute 'goer' (Aussie phrase). My friend
noticed that the cinemas block book rows so that no one sits too near anyone else (at least 1–2 rows
apart).
 
To keep creative, I am helping a friend with her dance certificate course hefting my bod in 'Laban 8
Effort' sequences and rhythm sentences. We film in airy scenic spots around Hong Kong and this is
nicely therapeutic. I am disturbed by radio ‘ads' telling us not to shake hands with anyone and not to
go out. The initial immediate panic of wearing masks everywhere you go has slowed and it is
common and preferred to wear masks in taxis and public transport and in crowded shops and malls
but you aren't glared at any more if you dare not wear a mask walking down the street.
 
TELL US ABOUT WHAT IT IS LIKE WHERE YOU LIVE
I am tempted to leave Hong Kong and teach online from sunny beach climes in Australia but what
stops me doing this is leaving our dogs (two adorable older Shih Tzu's). I don't want to put them
through fretting and will miss them too much. I am aware of numerous staff who have left to
conduct online learning from their homes or 'safer' locations around the world. It tests my resolve.
There is no quarantine in HK, thank goodness and the very strict and early closing of schools, I think,
was one sensible decision by the authorities. Supplies are low and the panic buying of toilet paper is
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a curious phenomenon. So was the actual robbery of a poor shop owner by knife wielding loo paper
thieves, ‘bog roll burglars’ I call them, reflects some of this. Online ordering of masks is the only
resort. I did watch a YouTube clip for making my own mask and can do this, if it comes down to
that.
 
TELL US ABOUT HOW YOUR TEACHING LIFE HAS CHANGED
Teaching has changed dramatically (ahem). Gone are the physical warm ups and games, of course.
In MYP1, 2 and 3 classes we have adapted tasks to allow for solo performance. Students are not
bound to tell us where they are and we have to assume that students can't work with anyone else.
Collaborative work voicing a radio melodrama has changed to a '1 voice, 5 characters' recording. A
collaborative performance devising a Theatre in Education piece has become: 'You have been hired
by a TIE Company to create a portable one person show. This is a solo piece of theatre. You are
required to use finger puppets or shadow puppetry, rod puppets, marionette or hand puppets in
the telling of the story.’ The use of puppetry was, we thought, important to keep the focus on
theatre and less on filmmaking.
 
A Commedia 'conduct an interactive workshop on a character' task has changed to a 'perform an
infomercial on a character. Performing collaborative scenes on a play has become ‘create a
monologue for a character from the play’. In terms of teaching we are sourcing and creating more
models for our students. I am conscious that students don't have everything around them and some
families will not let their children leave their house/environs so shopping for props or craft is not
something we can assume. I have videoed two lengthy 'how to's’. How to create a Commedia mask
in 5 minutes and how to craft a shadow puppet show with Criterion B and C and D in mind.
 
WHAT DO YOU WISH OTHERS KNEW ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE?
I learned from Akram Khan who came to Hong Kong to perform Xenos. An audience member asked
him that same question and he challenged us with: 'Be aware of what others are going through all
round the world.' I veer between 'this is all a ridiculous overreaction’ to feeling nervous and scared
for people in the worst affected areas and ‘fully approving every cautionary measure'. There is a
lack of common sense at times and as this goes on people have to have outlets. Our school more
than ever is focusing on fostering wellness for everyone. I am really impressed by this.
 
WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM THIS EXPERIENCE BOTH PERSONALLY AND/OR
PROFESSIONALLY?
Be patient with yourself, be patient with others, assume nothing, second guess your assumptions.
Be aware of students' privacy. We ask them to turn cameras on but they are speaking to us from
their homes and bedrooms so we cannot insist. Be really understanding of students and teachers
very different contexts and environments. Watch out for other people's morale as well as your own.
Look after yourself so you can look after others.
 
WHAT HAS BEEN SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS COME OUT OF THIS EXPERIENCE?
Pushing myself to use fun digital sources like Padlet, Google MeetUps, Creating mini meet ups for
Think Pair Shares, using Flipgrids so students are still actively talking or can perform something for
you to give quick feedback on. Another positive is the greater flexibility in our work lives. Not bound
by a strict schedule we are asked in MYP Arts to give one Google Meetup a week and to give a
lesson guide to students apart from this. So some mornings you can come to work later (I prefer to
come into work as it gives me an outing, internet is quicker and I am socialising more). I spent one
full day at home and didn't move from the laptop for seven hours and felt terrible. Never again!


